ENERGY GUIDE
Television
SONY
Model KD-50X80J

Estimated Yearly Energy Cost

$19

Cost Range of Similar Models (50” – 54”)

$34

$8

- Based on 12 cents per kWh and 5 hours use per day
- Estimated yearly electricity use of this model: 152 kWh
- Your cost depends on your utility rates and use.

Visit ftc.gov/energy

502814011

THIS ENERGY GUIDE IS REQUIRED UNDER U.S. LAWS THAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE IN MEXICO AND CANADA, INCLUDING THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.
CE GUIDE ÉNERGÉTIQUE, REQUIS AUX TERMES DES LOIS AMÉRICAINES, NE S'APPLIQUE PAS AU TERRITOIRE CANADIEN ET/OU MEXICAIN, INCLUANT LE QUÉBEC.
SÓLO PARA ESTADOS UNIDOS